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SBW GARAGE

Complete solutions for car access to 
industrial, commercial and
residential buildings

Cars are part of your family's life and are a necessary 
part of your business. Providing easy access to cars 
and protecting them, in terms of varied tra�c, is an 
important concern when you establish the criteria 
for a garage. SBW Garage manufactures and 
mounts elements that allow easy and safe access of 
cars inside buildings. High quality standard of the 
manufacturing process of SBW® access doors for 
cars provides excellent, constant and safe operation 
of these elements, enabling and protecting access 
to various spaces.

SBW® garage doors meet the needs of a wide range 
of uses, providing the design and safety that you 
need. Therefore, SBW® offers customised solutions 
for roller doors, industrial and residential sectional 
doors, operation and automation of gates, doors 
and barriers that limit and control access
to the premises.

www.usidegaraj.ro

garage doors that
protect your home

 and business

sectional garage doors 
rolling type garage doors, high speed doors,
barriers, accessories & automation for gates

SBW 
GARAGEindustrial • commercial • residential

SBW VIP

new garage doors
 for exclusive 

projects

Safe Building Windows
tel/fax: 07476746981

Facebook: Termopane SBW

www.termopane-sbw.com Paraianu David: 07476746981



main characteristics of SBW YK

They are made to any size requested by our customer, 
within technical limits available for this product range.

door width  - 2400 ÷ 3250 mm
door height - 2000 ÷ 2400 mm

Double steel panels with corrosion protection through galvanising 
and then covered with powders in an electrostatic field, contain 
thermal insulation made of rigid fireproof polyurethane foam and 
an additional steel profile for reinforcement. Profile of panels is a 
special one, provided with finger protection.

They have a very simple, reliable and robust mechanical balancing 
system,with tension springs guaranteed for 16,000 cycles.

SBW YK garage doors allow mounting in small spaces 
around the gap found in a building. 

free height above gap  - 180 mm (standard, with electric operation)
- 130 mm (without electric operation)

lateral space for mounting - 100 mm

They are specifically designed for the user's safety and comfort, and 
have standard automatic operation with remote control. It is possible 
to use the same remote control to operate the gateway which allows 
access to the backyard.

On all sides of SBW YK garage door there are top of the line sealing 
gaskets (permanent elastic EPDM), drafts or meteoric water will not 
infiltrate in the garage, and the microclimate remains unchanged. Due  
to the properties of this material, prolonged exposure to solar radiation 
does not alter the elasticity of door gaskets.

SBW YK sectional garage doors have an extra warranty of  5 years, 
through the national network of over 400 authorised SBW partners.

You can equip your garage doors with practical accessories, such as 
rectangular or round windows, locks for external unlocking, external 
emergency unlocking or even a small door for cats.

SBW YK garage doors, because of the reliability and quality of materials 
used to manufacture them, are maintained very easily, requiring only 
periodic checks or adjusting.
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SBW YK

SBW YK sectional garage 
doors are designed to 
provide users with a wide 
range of technical 
characteristics, having been 
manufactured from high 
quality and constant 
materials, within
a balanced budget.

best quality -
price ratio

Quality, safety and comfort 
during operation, best quality 
and price ratio, short delivery 
time and extended network of fitters 
and service, recommend SBW YK 
garage doors for a 
big and well designed, but economic, 
building.

SBW® sectional garage doors have 
certi�cation for all mechanical and automation 
components.



main characteristics of SBW SCUDO

They are designed, manufactured and mounted to any size of access 
gaps in a garage, in the available size range, and the limits of this 
model are very large.

door width - 2500 ÷ 5000 mm
door height - 2000 ÷ 3000 mm

Double steel panels with corrosion protection through galvanising 
and then covered with polyester epoxy in an electrostatic field, 
contain thermal insulation made of rigid fireproof polyurethane foam 
and an additional steel profile for reinforcement. 
Profile of panels is a special one, provided with finger protection.

They have a mechanical rolling and balancing system in 4 variants*, 
reliable and robust, with tension springs guaranteed for 25.000 cycles, 
safety system against falling, with silent bearing rolls.
* - SN - for standard lintel (200 - 500 mm), SL - for small lintel (110 - 200 mm), 
SH - for high lintel (over 500 mm) and SI - for inclined ceiling (over 500 mm)

free height above gap   - SN - 200 ÷ 500 mm
- SL - 110 ÷ 200 mm
- SH/SI ≥ 500 mm

lateral space for mounting - 250 mm (side with motor)
- 100 mm (side opposite to motor)

You benefit from the comfort of using automation 
specially designed for the size of each garage door and a mechanical 
lifting system. They are specifically designed for the user's safety and 
comfort, and have standard automatic operation with remote control.

On all sides of SBW SCUDO garage doors there are top of the line 
sealing gaskets (permanent elastic EPDM), drafts or meteoric water will 
not infiltrate in the garage, and the microclimate remains unchanged. 
Due to the properties of this material, prolonged exposure to solar 
radiation does not alter the elasticity of door gaskets.

SBW SCUDO sectional garage doors have an extra warranty 
of 10 years, through the national network of over 400 
authorised SBW partners.

In the panels of SBW SCUDO garage doors you can add cut-out 
windows (rectangular, round), sections fully glazed with safety glass or 
acrylic glass, wicket door in sectional door.
You can order a wicket door that looks identical with the garage door 
to be mounted alongside, on the building's façade.

SBW SCUDO garage doors, because of the reliability and quality of 
materials used to manufacture them, are maintained very easily, 
requiring only periodic checks or adjusting.
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SBW SCUDO sectional 
garage doors are designed 
to meet the most demanding 
requirements of our SBW 
customers, providing a 
quality - price ration well 
above the average of 
products on the market.

Design and finish of this garage 
door model integrates perfectly 
with the image of windows, doors 
and rolls manufactured by SBW 
(in terms of colour and texture), as 
the panels used for garage doors 
were specially designed to achieve 
a unified and harmonious 
architectural appearance of your 
house.

Full SBW range provides the 
unique advantage of a coherent 
and integrated image of all 
mobile elements of closure used 
in your building.

SBW SCUDO

Design in accordance 
with European 
regulations and using 
only components of 
the highest quality, 
without making any 
compromises, enable 
us to obtain a 
product that meets 
the highest global 
standards. SBW 
sectional doors fall in 
the Premium 
category, in terms of 
performance and 
quality, and can be 
compared to the best 
products available on 
the European market.

SBW® sectional garage doors have 
certi�cation for all mechanical and automation 
components.



6 versions are available, depending on the technical solution suitable 
for a certain building: NL (normal lift), LH (for lintel with low height), 
HL (rail cant), VL (complete vertical system), FTR and HL + FTR 
(inclination after roof slant).

free height above gap - LH ≥ 300 mm
- NL ≥ 450 mm
- HL/FTR (HL + FTR) ≥ 750 (900) mm
- VL (VLC) ≥ H door *2 + 400 (200) mm

lateral space for mounting - 280 mm (side with motor)
- 150 mm (side opposite to motor)

SBW FORTIUS sectional doors stand out because of the small space 
occupied in a building (areas inside and outside of the door are free), 
mechanical resistance and better reliability compared to other types of 
doors (roll type, high speed, �exible, folding, sliding, etc.). Sealing is 
very e�ective compared to any other type of door, having �exible seals 
on all sides of contact with the building gap, gaskets that are pressed 
during the closed position of the door.

sizes
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system
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main characteristics of SBW FORTIUS

They are individually designed and manufactured, according to the 
requirements of each project, at the highest international standards. 
Range of SBW FORTIUS XXL doors provides doors of atypical sizes. 

door width - 2200 ÷ 8000 mm
door height - 2000 ÷ 6000 mm

Double steel panels with corrosion protection through galvanising and 
then covered with powders in an electrostatic field, contain thermal 
insulation made of rigid fireproof polyurethane foam and an additional 
steel profile for reinforcement. 
Profile of panels is a special one, provided with finger protection.

Automation and command electrical equipment are specially chosen 
to be used optimally, based on the specifics of each industrial door. 
Actuators can be set up depending on the mode of industrial use 
of each FORTIUS door, and can be integrated into a complex 
automation system of access roads.

On all sides of SBW FORTIUS garage door there are top of the line 
sealing gaskets (permanent elastic EPDM), drafts or meteoric water will 
not infiltrate in the garage, and the microclimate remains unchanged. 
Due to the properties of this material, prolonged exposure to solar 
radiation does not alter the elasticity of door gaskets.

SBW FORTIUS sectional garage doors have an extra warranty of 
5 years, through the national network of over 400 authorised 
SBW partners.

Can be equipped with optional riggings suitable for each project: 
wicket doors in the sectional door or alongside, cut-out windows, 
sections fully glazed with safety glass or acrylic glass, colours based on 
architectural preferences.

SBW FORTIUS garage doors, because of the reliability and quality of 
materials used to manufacture them, are maintained very easily, 
requiring only periodic checks or adjusting.

In the �eld of industrial 
closures, sectional doors are 
used in most cases, due to 
several advantages.
SBW FORTIUS and SBW 
FORTIUS XXL complement 
these advantages by providing 
high quality and reliability, at 
the highest world standards.

SBW FORTIUS

heavy traffic
industry & commerce

SBW® sectional garage doors have 
certi�cation for all mechanical and automation 
components.



main characteristics of SBW CRISTAL

They are made to any size requested by our customer, within technical 
limits available for this product range.

door width  - 2000 ÷ 7000 mm
door height - 1800 ÷ 5000 mm

Glazed surface of SBW CRISTAL can be made of panels with acrylic glass 
or safety glass, one layer, for regular use, or double thermal insulation 
layer, for increased thermal comfort. Frame of panels can have the 
natural colour of anodised aluminium or can be painted in colours that 
match the architecture of the building. Profile of panels is special, 
equipped with finger protection (mandatory for doors with H < 2500 mm).

Rail system for raising the door can be made in various forms
suitable to the building. This special feature is provided by SBW without 
additional design costs and allows you to obtain customised technical 
solutions.

SBW CRISTAL garage doors allow mounting in small spaces around the 
gap in a building.

free height above gap - 220 mm
lateral space for mounting - 100 mm (for medium sized doors)

- 280 mm (motor side, big sized doors)

In order to complete the comfort of using stylish doors from our SBW 
CRISTAL range, they are equipped with electric operation and 
automation components designed to meet the most demanding 
requirements of use.

On all sides of SBW CRISTAL garage door there are top of the line 
sealing gaskets (permanent elastic EPDM), drafts or meteoric water will 
not infiltrate in the garage, and the microclimate remains unchanged. 
Due to the properties of this material, prolonged exposure to solar 
radiation does not alter the elasticity of door gaskets.

SBW CRISTAL sectional garage doors have an extra warranty of 
5 years, through the national network of over 400 authorised 
SBW partners.

It is possible to integrate wicket doors into SBW CRISTAL products. 
Also, we can deliver doors bearing the same image, to be mounted on 
the façade, near the garage door, for stylistic unity of the architecture 
of the building.

SBW CRISTAL garage doors, because of the reliability and quality of 
materials used to manufacture them, are maintained very easily, 
requiring only periodic checks or adjusting.
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Predominantly glazed surface of 
sectional door raises the aesthetic 
level of the building façade on 
which it is mounted, regardless of 
its purpose: residential,
commercial or industrial building.

SBW CRISTAL

more 
natural light

Natural light will enter, as 
glazing is made using perfectly 
transparent or translucent 
elements, depending on the 
customer's desire, so you will get 
significant energy saving for 
daylight interior lighting.

Brightness, transparency 
and elegance can be 
assigned to SBW CRISTAL 
sectional doors, specially 
designed to protect and 
illuminate indoors.

For practical purposes, as well as 
aesthetic and architectural 
considerations, glazed and bright 
surfaces have been used more and 
more often in the composition of 
sectional doors, replacing classic 
metal and opaque panels.

SBW® sectional garage doors have 
certi�cation for all mechanical and automation 
components.



main characteristics of SBW IGLOO

They are made to any size requested by our customer, within technical 
limits available for this product range.

door width  - 2000 ÷ 5000 mm
door height - 1800 ÷ 5000 mm

Double steel panels with corrosion protection through galvanising and 
then covered with polyester epoxy in an electrostatic field, 
contain thermal insulation made of rigid fireproof polyurethane 
foam (50 - 100% thicker compared to the isolation of standard panels) 
and an additional steel profile for reinforcement. Profile of panels is a 
special one, provided with finger protection.

Rail system for raising the door can be made in various forms depending 
on the building.

SBW IGLOO garage doors allow mounting in small spaces around the 
gap in a building.

free height above gap - 350 mm
lateral space for mounting - 100 mm (for medium sized doors)

- 280 mm (motor side, big sized doors)

sizes

panels

system

mounting

operations

sealing

warranty

accessories

maintenance

They are designed specifically for each project, when a customer places 
his/her order, and all the technical features are optimised according to 
our customer's specific requirements. They can be fully automated and 
integrated into an access control system, in order to meet, with maximum 
efficiency, the requirements to reduce energy consumption 
of the building.

On all sides of a SBW IGLOO garage door, and between panels, 
there are special top of the line seals (permanently elastic EPDM). 
Drafts or meteoric water will not infiltrate in the garage, which remains 
protected. Due to the features of seals, prolonged exposure to solar 
radiation does not alter their elasticity.

SBW IGLOOL sectional garage doors have an extra warranty of 5 years, 
through the national network of over 400 authorised SBW partners.

Since using SBW IGLOO doors involves special requirements of thermal 
insulation, this model does not allow fully glazed sections 
or wicket doors, but it is possible to insert cut-out windows into panels.

SBW IGLOO garage doors, because of the reliability and quality of 
materials used to manufacture them, are maintained very easily, 
requiring only periodic checks or adjusting.

Insulation, quality, safety and comfort during 
use, ability to execute certain special technical 
alternatives, short delivery time and extensive 
network of mounters and service, ensure the 
success of the SBW IGLOO garage door.

SBW IGLOO

Increasingly stronger concern for energy saving has led  
SBW experts to create a special type of sectional door, 
whose main feature is increased thermal insulation 
capacity (higher than the insulation provided by 
sectional doors from this same category, with a 
percentage between 50% and 100%). 

50 ÷ 100%
top thermal
insulation

SBW® sectional garage doors have 
certi�cation for all mechanical and automation 
components.



stainless steel, copper sheet, 
wrought iron etc.). This requires 
the design of special mechanical 
systems.

Please talk to a SBW 
representative and request a SBW 
VIP quote for your project!

First displayed at Made Expo Milan 
2015, SBW VIP garage doors 
provide top aesthetic and technical 
solutions, according to a broad 
register of architectural approaches 
and functionalities.

Our projects are for customers 
with exclusive functional and 
design requirements.
This range of sectional doors 
meets the vision of your project 
through special technical 
solutions, designed primarily for 
aesthetic elegance and technical 
requirements.

For such projects, architects 
request sectional panels made of 
unusual materials (solid wood, 

Sky is the limit, and VIP 
customers know what that 
means. Luxury, exclusive 
requirements, both 
technically and
image-related, for garage 
doors, have one answer: 
SBW VIP.

SBW VIP

Technical characteristics of this 
sectional door model are higher 
than the ones of usual models 
because of some special 
components. Requirements for 
finishing surfaces and mounting 
in a building are coordinated 
together with your architect, in 
order to get the desired result.

NEW 2015

SBW® sectional garage doors have 
certi�cation for all mechanical and automation 
components.



main characteristics of SBW T.ROL

They are made to any size requested by our customer, within technical 
limits available for this product range.
door width    - 3000 mm (55mm height strips)

- 5000 mm (77mm height strips)
- 6000 mm (100 mm height strips)

door height - 3000 mm (with closure box)
- 5000 mm (with shaft on console, 
without closure box, it is optional)

SBW T.ROL door closes circulation gap with a surface made of double 
aluminium strips with polyurethane insulation, with heights 
of 55 mm or 77mm, or steel, with a height of 100 mm. Colours can be 
identical or matched with windows and doors manufactured by SBW.

Due to compact sizes of shaft coiling on the top, SBW T.ROL model is 
preferred to other types of doors when there is no space available 
around the mounting gap. There is no need for gripping to the roof. 
The roll can be mounted both inside and outside the building, providing 
appropriate means of protection.

They are equipped with electric operation by button or remote control. 
To these you can add different accessories or they can be integrated in 
complex automation systems.

Vertical slide guides have sealing brushes against dust and drafts.

SBW T.ROL sectional garage doors have an extra warranty of 5 years, 
through the national network of over 400 authorised SBW partners.

Special strips with glazed areas can be included in the door for light 
penetration or strips with ventilation holes.

SBW T.ROL garage doors, because of the reliability and quality of 
materials used to manufacture them, are maintained very easily, 
requiring only periodic checks or adjusting.

sizes

strips

mounting

operations

sealing

warranty

accessories

maintenance

Specially 
designed rolls

Roll-type access doors for 
vehicles or people can be 
made of metal strips 
(aluminium or steel) that rise 
and wrap on a shaft placed 
above the circulation 
opening. This is the most 
economical solution if you 
want to have such closures, 
requiring the smallest 
mounting space.

SBW T.ROL

SBW® sectional garage doors have 
certi�cation for all mechanical and automation 
components.



SBW COBRA high speed doors are 
equipped with heavy duty motors, 
command buttons, remote 
control or different sensors (radar, 
inductive detection, optical 
detection, etc.). Maximum sizes for 
SBW COBRA high speed doors are 
10000 x 10000 mm.

SBW COBRA high 
speed doors 
are for widely used 
access routes,
on dividing walls 
between the 
compartments of 
an industrial building 
or in combination with
sectional doors, on 
exterior walls.

Screen is flexible, made of plastic 
material reinforced with 
polyester fabric, which includes 
horizontal reinforcing bars. The 
screen rises and folds over the 
gap, and its flexibility and light 
weight allow higher speed 
compared to other types of 
doors.

Door surface can have various 
colours and can contain a 
transparent area, to allow visual 
communication between spaces.

SBW COBRA SBW GALAXY

SBW GALAXY high 
speed doors are for 
widely used access 
routes, on dividing walls 
between the 
compartments of an 
industrial building.

Screen is flexible, made of plastic 
material reinforced with 
polyester fabric. The screen coils 
around a shaft, above the gap, 
and its flexibility and light weight 
allow higher speed compared to 
other types of doors.

Door surface can have various 
colours and can contain a 
transparent area, to allow visual 
communication between spaces.

SBW GALAXY high speed doors 
are equipped with heavy duty 
motors, command buttons, 
remote control or different 
sensors (radar, inductive detec-
tion, optical detection, etc.). 
Maximum sizes for SBW GALAXY 
high speed doors are 5000 x 
5000 mm.



Ceiling automation set for sectional garage door 

- heavy duty domestic use
- 24 V operator and 700 N traction force
- control unit with amperometric detection of

obstacles and storage of travel limits
- built-in ambient light and radio receiver
- very quiet drive rail with pinion and indented

belt for doors with a maximum height of 
2.5 m (maximum surface of 9 sqm)

- interior system for emergency unblocking
- battery connector (optional), including two 2-channel

remote controls.

Ceiling automation set for sectional garage door

- 24 V operator and 1000 N traction force
- control unit with amperometric detection of obstacles

and storage of travel limits
- built-in ambient light and radio receiver
- very quiet training rail with pinion and indented belt for

doors with a maximum height of 2.5 m (maximum
surface of 16 sqm)

- interior system for emergency unblocking
- battery connector (optional), including two 2-channel

remote controls.

Ceiling automation set for sectional garage door

- 24 V operator and 1000 N traction force
- control unit with amperometric detection of obstacles

and memory of travel limits
- built-in ambient light and radio receiver
- very quiet training rail with pinion and indented belt for

doors with a maximum height of 3.5 m (maximum
surface of 16 sqm)

- interior system for emergency unblocking
- battery connector (optional), including two  2-channel

remote controls

Automation for 
sectional garage 
and industrial 
doors

Model: DUMPER 7.3T Model: DUMPER 10.3T Model: DUMPER 10.4T

Accessories for sectional doors automation

- exterior unblocking for garage doors automation
- 24 V battery set for control units with integrated battery

charger
- coded radio transmitters
- coded radio receiver
- signal light
- infrared photocells
- touch sensitive edge

Automation and accessories for rolling doors 
For details, please talk to a SBW representative.

Accessories for sectional doorsModel: VNMT20.K

Automation set for industrial sectional doors

- drive in shaft balancing system of sectional doors up to 
35 sqm
- max. 130 Nm torque, 230 V motor with programmable

electronic control unit
- storage of travel limits
- detection of obstacles upon closing
- deceleration before stopping
- built-in radio receiver, with interface for various safety

and control systems
- 2-button control panel
- chain for emergency operation

Automation set for heavy-duty use industrial 
sectional door

- drive in shaft balancing system of sectional doors up to 
40 sqm
- max. 180 Nm torque, 400 V motor with programmable

electronic control unit
- storage of travel limits
- detection of obstacles upon closing
- deceleration before stopping
- LCD display and cycles counter, with interface for various

safety and control systems
- 3-button control panel
- chain for emergency operation

Model: VNM20.K

Ceiling automation set for sectional garage door
- heavy duty domestic use
- 24 V operator and 1200 N traction force
- control unit with amperometric detection of obstacles

and precision encoder for storing travel limits
- built-in ambient light and radio receiver
- very quiet training rail with pinion and indented belt

delivered in 2 sections of 2 m each for doors with a
maximum height of 3.5 m (maximum surface 16 sqm)

- interior system for emergency unblocking
- battery connector and connector for solar panel

(optional), including two 2-channel remote controls

Model: JIM 4ESA

Automation shaft set for sectional garage door 
with cant
- heavy duty domestic use
- 230 V operator
- 50 Nm torque for doors with a maximum height of 4 m

(max. surface of 16 sqm)
- control unit with amperometric detection of obstacles

and storing travel limits
- built-in radio receiver
- interior system for emergency unblocking
- voltage monitoring device in door suspension cable
- electromagnetic latch for door blocking (anti-burglary

system), including two 2-channel remote controls

Model: LM 3800

Accessories

Special options :
saving system energy that consumes at rest only 8 mA! 

Mechanical 
automation
and systems 
for swing and
sliding gates

Barriers

Accessories

Automation set for sliding gates of 500 kg max.

- electromechanical block with 230 V motor and exterior 
pinion for M4 module rack drive
- accessories for fastening
- electronic control unit with programmable microproces-
sor with storage of parameters, deceleration at travel end, 
amperometric detection of obstacles
- LED flash indicator and built-in antenna
- built-in radio receiver
- programming possibility via Advantouch tablet
- set of infrared photocells
- unblocking device for emergencies
- two long range 2-channel remote controls

Model: KBULL5M.O

Automation set for sliding gates of 800 kg max.

- electromechanical block with 230 V motor and exterior 
pinion for M4 module rack drive
- accessories for fastening
- electronic control unit with programmable microproces-
sor with storage of parameters, deceleration at travel end, 
amperometric detection of obstacles
- LED flash indicator and built-in antenna
- built-in radio receiver
- programming possibility via Advantouch tablet
- set of infrared photocells
- unblocking device for emergencies
- two long range 2-channel remote controls

Model: KBULL8OM.O

Automation set for gates with two folds of 2.5 m 
and 280 kg each

- 2 irreversible motors (230V) and linear actuator closed in 
a steel tube, operating in difficult environments (dust, 
moisture, extreme temperatures between -20 and +50° C)
- unblocking device for emergencies
- control unit with programmable microprocessor and 
LCD display, cycles counter, general overhaul warning
- function for pedestrian gate
- 230 V output for electromagnetic latch
- separate tuning of parameters for each arm
- storage of travel parameters, deceleration at travel ends, 
amperometric detection of obstacles
- programming possibility via Advantouch tablet
- built-in radio receiver + set of tiltable photocells
- LED flash indicator and built-in antenna
- two long range 2-channel remote controls

Model: KBILL30M.O

Automation set for gates with two folds of 3 m 
and 250 kg each

- 2 irreversible motors (230V) and linear actuator with 
precision encoder, operating in difficult environments 
(dust, moisture, extreme temperatures between -20 and 
+50° C)
- unblocking device for emergencies
- control unit with programmable microprocessor and 
LCD display, cycles counter, general overhaul warning
- function for pedestrian gate
- 230 V and 12V output for electromagnetic latch
- separate tuning of parameters for each arm
- self-learning function and storage of travel parameters, 
deceleration at travel ends
- amperometric detection of obstacles
- programming possibility via Advantouch tablet
- built-in radio receiver + set of tiltable photocells
- LED flash indicator and built-in antenna

Model: KBOB30ME.O

Automation set for gates with two folds of 4 m 
and 210 kg each

- 2 irreversible motors (230V) and actuator with slewing 
bracket, operating in difficult environments (dust, 
moisture, extreme temperatures between -20 and +50° C)
- unblocking device for emergencies
- control unit with programmable microprocessor and 
LCD display, cycles counter, general overhaul warning
- function for pedestrian gate
- 230 V output for electromagnetic latch
- separate tuning of parameters for each arm
- storage of travel parameters, deceleration at travel ends, 
amperometric detection of obstacles
- programming possibility via Advantouch tablet
- built-in radio receiver + set of tiltable photocells
- LED flash indicator and built-in antenna
- two long range 2-channel remote controls

Model: KPR.O

SBW MATIC
Accessories for gate automation
- infrared photocells
- touch sensitive edge
- signal light
- coded radio receiver
- coded radio transmitters
- steel or reinforced plastic racks

Mechanical systems and accessories
for gates
Cantilevered sliding gates

-  sliding system for self-supporting gates with 
maximum opening of 6 m and maximum weight of 400 
kg

-  sliding system for self-supporting gates with 

maximum opening of 6 m and maximum weight of 600 

kg Sliding gates on ground rail

Swing gates

Barriers
-  barriers for restricting traffic routes
-  parking barrier

Mechanical accessories and systems for 
gates + barriers


